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Quick Quotes
Former Trump Advisor Pleads Guilty, Issues Apology
“I recognize that the actions I acknowledged in court today were wrong, and through my faith in God, I
am working to set things right.”

President Trump’s brief national security advisor issued a statement after pleading guilty to lying to the
FBI about his contacts with Russia’s ambassador to the United States last December. Retired Marine
Corps General Michael Flynn faces punishment for his action.

Many Young Americans Show a Preference for Socialism
“The anticommunist group Victims of Communism Memorial Foundation was alarmed to find in a recent
survey that 44 percent of millennials would prefer to live in a socialist country, compared to 42 percent
who would want to live under capitalism.”

In a column appearing in the New York Times, Michelle Goldberg expressed alarm at the results of this
survey. She should have expected such a preference from young people, who are victims of the poor
education they receive at government schools.

Pelosi Ignores Her Own Complicity in the Escalating Debt
Crisis
“The Republican-controlled Congress is robbing the future by increasing the debt.”

Pointing her finger at the GOP, House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi never mentioned the $5 trillion
addition to the national debt during the four years she served as speaker of the House.

U.S. Troops in Africa Aren’t Trainers; They Are Combat Forces
“It’s easier to put ‘trainers’ and ‘advisers’ in a country and say we don’t have ‘boots on the ground.’
Well that’s bull***t. They’re combat boots, every one of them.”

Former Navy SEAL Scott Taylor spoke out after SEAL Kyle Milliken was killed and two others wounded
during a “training” mission in Somalia. He knows that mislabeling the SEALs as something different
than combat-ready soldiers is completely wrong.

Pocahontas Descendant Likes Trump’s Use of Her Ancestor’s
Name
“No it doesn’t offend me. If Pocahontas were alive today, she would be very proud of President Trump.”

A true descendant of Pocahontas, Debbie “White Dove” Porreco enjoys hearing President Trump refer
to Senator Elizabeth Warren as Pocahontas. Warren falsely listed herself as a “minority native
American” in order to receive favored acceptance into Harvard University and has customarily been
labeled “Pocahontas” by Trump.
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She’s No Supporter of Unproven Climate Alarmism
“The predicted climate disruption is evidently worse than poverty, AIDS, poor sanitation, Ebola, or
other emerging infectious diseases — in the opinion [of climate-change promoters].”

Dr. Jane Orient, the executive director of the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons, wants
pubic health authorities to prove their anti-carbon claims instead of just imposing their questionable
view on the world.

Fewer Border Crossings From Mexico
“The president, like him or love him, is doing the right thing. A 45-year low in border crossings? That’s
not a coincidence.”

The temporary head of Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), Tom Homan saluted the new
toughness at the border. But he recognized that border agents still made 310,531 arrests during the
2017 fiscal year. Homan has been nominated to lead ICE. 

— Compiled by John F. McManus
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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